**DMA BUS TEXT ALERTS via REMIND.COM**

In an effort to continually improve upon our communication a “Remind” text alerts has been made available for DMA bus status updates. By signing up, you will receive any pertinent bus delay information specific to your bus in a phone text as soon as it is available. To sign up for your bus, text the number 81010 from your mobile device with the following in the body of the text to receive text alerts. If you were successful, you should receive a message confirming your sign up. If you would like to unsubscribe from these alerts at any time, just reply to the message with “unsubscribe.”

- DMA Bus 1 = Text 81010 with @dmabus1 in the body of the text
- DMA Bus 2 = Text 81010 with @dmabus2 in the body of the text
- DMA Bus 3 = Text 81010 with @dmabus3 in the body of the text
- DMA Bus 4 = Text 81010 with @dmabus4 in the body of the text
- DMA Bus 5 = Text 81010 with @dmabus5 in the body of the text
- DMA Bus 6 = Text 81010 with @dmabus6 in the body of the text
- DMA Bus 7 = Text 81010 with @dmabus7 in the body of the text
- DMA Bus 8 = Text 81010 with @dmabus8 in the body of the text
- DMA Bus 9 = Text 81010 with @dmabus9 in the body of the text
- DMA Bus 10 = Text 81010 with @dmabus10 in the body of the text